Classification of orbital exenteration and reconstruction.
Orbital exenteration (OE) is considered to be a mutilating surgical procedure reserved for relentlessly progressive neoplastic disorders or extensive facial trauma with unfavourable eye involvement. Malignant tumours, accounting for the majority of ablative orbital surgeries, may be caused by primary orbital tumours or secondarily by neoplasias from the surrounding skin, the maxillary sinus or intracranial malignomas. Orbital exenteration following trauma is mostly caused by penetrating globe defects or extended infections with the danger of intracranial effects. Thoughtful resection planning, the exploitation of reconstructive possibilities as well as the consideration of adjuvant therapy are essential to provide the patient with the best available treatment. As a multitude of reconstructive procedures exist, it is of crucial importance to offer a disease-tailored treatment to achieve a successful patient outcome. After retrospective analysis of 45 orbital exenteration cases within the last decade, we developed a defect-driven classification for ablative orbital therapy followed by a guideline for reconstructive procedures. The classification as well as the reconstruction guideline will help the surgeon to restore anatomic boundaries and to promote physiological and psychological recovery for the patient.